
R1 038 per family per month

R658 per single member per month



GetSavvi Health’s Primary Care Plan + 

is  a combination of our emergency 

hospital cover and day-to-day benefits.

This means that members will have 

access to a range of benefits, including 

emergency accident cover, unlimited 

doctors’ visits (managed), preventative 

benefits, dentistry and medication 

which offers members more cover for 

peace of mind.

You can also enjoy a range of value-

added benefits like funeral cover, 

health advice and discount coupons 

to ensure that you get the most out of 

your policy.
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OUR PRIMARY CARE PLAN + OFFERS YOU AND 
YOUR FAMILY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

Core Benefits
• Emergency accident hospital cover up to R160 000 per  

dependant per year 

• Unlimited doctors’ visits (managed)

•  FeelBetterFast pharmacy solution allows you to see a health  

professional fast

• Dentistry through our network providers

• Acute and chronic medication (subject to a formulary)

•  Full maternity cover up to R30 000, including scans and  

gynaecologists’ visits

• Netcare 911 emergency ambulance services

• Member Wellness Programme that includes unlimited HIV,  

trauma and assault counselling

Value-added Benefits
• Our unique 24-hour advice line via our health advisory  

services

•  Discount digital coupons for Dis-Chem, Shoprite, Checkers 

and CheckersHyper

•  Preventative benefits, including vaccinations and health tests 

to help keep your family from getting sick

Funeral Benefit
• Comprehensive Family Funeral Plan
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WHY CHOOSE
GetSavvi 
Health?

Value-added benefits like 24-hour 

health advice, STI medication, 

counselling and monthly discount 

coupons at no extra cost.

Certified as the Best Medical 

Insurance Provider 2019 in 

South Africa at the Healthcare & 

Pharmaceutical Awards 2019.

Maternity cover up to R30 000  

at a private hospital.

No more waiting for your membership 

card – get a digi-card that you can 

print and present to your service 

provider.

Over 2 500 network providers 

available nationwide.

One cost covers the whole family. 

Single member? Pay even less!

Unlimited children covered.

Unable to see your GP? Our 

FeelBetterFast benefit gives you fast 

access to a nurse or pharmacist at 

a network pharmacy for symptom 

screening and medication. And you

won’t have to make any co-payments!

We offer medication cover for 

chronic illnesses such as HIV/

Aids, asthma, hypertension, type 

1 and 2 diabetes, coronary artery 

disease (CAD), hyperlipidaemia (high 

cholesterol) and chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease (COPD).

Our Preventative Benefits include 

vaccinations, health tests and 

screenings which can help you take 

action on potential health threats.

Getting in touch with a GetSavvi 

Health consultant is now easier than 

ever and can be done by contacting 

our Call Centre, email or via our 

social media channels.

Our Member Wellness Programme 

cares for your mental well-being and 

helps you cope with stress, anxiety, 

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 

addiction and more. It also includes the 

HIV, Trauma and Assault Counselling 

benefit for those in need of professional 

assistance to help you cope.

Our Discount Coupons benefit will 

help you save up to R1 250 on your 

shopping from Shoprite, Checkers, 

CheckersHyper and Dis-Chem.

Regardless of what plan you’re signed 

up with, all GetSavvi Health members 

are covered by our Comprehensive 

Family Funeral Plan that pays up 

to R14 000 per main member or 

spouse for natural death, with double 

the payout amount in the case of 

accidental death.



CORE Benefits

Having access to your local GP is one of the first steps to good health. If you’re able 

to see your doctor promptly, you could stop a potential illness from progressing 

into something more serious.

For example, by treating the common cold or flu, you can prevent a secondary 

infection like pneumonia or bronchitis.

With this benefit you’ll have access to unlimited visits (managed) per person per 

annum on our network of more than 2 500 medical practitioners.

These consultations include minor procedures in the doctor’s rooms that are covered 

in the tariffs for GP consultations.

*Terms and Conditions: GetSavvi Health offers unlimited GP visits to all members. However, 
to avoid abuse of this benefit, members will need to get authorisation after their sixth GP visit. 
Authorisation can be obtained by contacting the Call Centre on 0861 18 92 02.

These are the essential services on your plan to 
support your healthcare needs and give you and 
your family peace of mind.   
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DAY-TO-DAY BENEFITS

1. UNLIMITED DOCTORS’ VISITS (MANAGED)
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We understand that day-to-day benefits like 

visiting your dentist can take a huge chunk from 

your monthly expenses. That’s why our benefits 

include basic and emergency dental procedures 

from our list of network dentists:

•  R1 650 per family per annum; doubles to R3 300 

in the event of accidental injury. Basic, emergency 

and accident treatment subject to a list of 

approved procedures (designated dentists only). 

• With our Primary Care Plan Top-up and Primary 

Care Plan + Top-up options, the R1 650 

limitation becomes unlimited. 

For even more dentistry benefits, members can 

join our Primary Care Plan Top-up option for an 

additional R177 per month. Read more on our 

top-up option on page 18.

2. BASIC AND EMERGENCY DENTISTRY
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GetSavvi Health offers members

access to medication to improve their health.

HERE’S A LIST OF MEDICATION

COVERED IN OUR BENEFIT OPTIONS:

ACUTE MEDICATION

•   R1 300 per family per annum (subject to a 

formulary and dispensing vs non-dispensing  

doctors’ rules).

CHRONIC MEDICATION

•  We offer medication cover for chronic illnesses such as HIV/

Aids, asthma, hypertension, type 1 and 2 diabetes, coronary 

artery disease (CAD), hyperlipidaemia (high cholesterol) and 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). 

GetSavvi Health has partnered with leading pharmacies: 

Chronic medication can be collected from Medirite pharmacies 

only. Acute medication can be collected from Medirite, 

Clicks and Dis-Chem pharmacies. Ts & Cs apply.

3. MEDICATION
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4. RADIOLOGY

Members in need of having X-rays done have 

access to a radiology benefit which is limited to 

black-and-white X-rays only, and subject to a list 

of covered X-rays. This benefit is only available 

after referral by a network GP.

5. PATHOLOGY

In the case where your doctor needs to do

further blood tests, you can be assured of

pathology cover. This benefit is only available

after referral by a network GP and restricted  

to a formulary of approved tests.
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Our Day-to-day Benefits include the following preventative screenings 

and vaccinations:

• One pap smear per female aged 21 or older every three years.

• One Hepatitis A and B vaccination per member during the lifetime of 

the policy.

• One pneumococcal (pneumonia) vaccination every five years for 

members aged 65 or older, or individuals with a medically-proven 

compromised immune system.

• One prostate-specific antigen screening for male members aged 

50 years or older every two years.  

* The Hepatitis A and B, and pneumococcal (pneumonia) vaccinations 

will be deducted from the member’s acute medication limit of R1 300.

For further info on your Preventative Benefits, go to page 17.

6. PREVENTATIVE BENEFITS THAT FORM PART OF

     YOUR DAY-TO-DAY COVER:



MATERNITY BENEFITS
Your maternity benefit offers you even more peace of mind when 

it comes to adding to your family.

Starting a family is a very special occasion. That’s why we at 

GetSavvi Health want to make this time as seamless as possible in 

terms of your medical needs. 

Your maternity cover will include visits to the gynaecologist and 

ultrasound scans as well as the costs related to birth.
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YOU HAVE THE OPTION OF CHOOSING 

ONE OF TWO BIRTH PROCEDURES:

1

2

   Cover of R20 000 for a normal birth. A normal birth is 

defined as when the infant is born spontaneously (without 

help) in the vertex position (head down) between 37 and 42 

completed weeks of pregnancy.

  Cover of R30 000 for a caesarean delivery (C-section). 

A C-section is a surgical procedure used to deliver a 

baby through incisions in the abdomen and uterus.

*Terms and Conditions: The waiting period for Maternity Benefits is 12 months from membership 
commencement. Members are required to pay up front and claim back from GetSavvi Health. Any 
provider may be used, provided that it’s a registered Board of Healthcare Funders (BHF) provider. 
Maternity benefits are only available to the main member or spouse, and do not apply to dependants.

Maternity benefits are only available to the main member or 

spouse, and do not apply to dependants.
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EMERGENCY HOSPITAL COVER

YOU’LL HAVE ACCESS TO THE FOLLOWING HOSPITAL BENEFITS:

•   Emergency Casualty Benefit: Outpatient hospital treatment in 

an emergency for injuries sustained as the result of an accident, 

limited to R7 500 per insured person per annum.

•   Emergency Stabilisation Benefit: Treatment in an emergency for 

stabilization of the patient in a private/public hospital emergency 

unit, limited to R21 000 per insured person per annum – 

admission excluded.

•   Personal Accident Benefit: Inpatient hospital treatment, including 

all associated services at a private facility for injuries sustained 

due to an accident, limited to R160 000 per insured person per 

annum.

Our Emergency Hospital Cover benefit offers peace of mind so 

that you don’t have to deal with the burden of high hospital costs 

in an emergency should you need hospital care.

WHAT IS GUARANTEE OF PAYMENT (GOP)

AND HOW CAN YOU OBTAIN IT?

GOP is the method through which the hospital is guaranteed payment

for services rendered based on the diagnosis provided. 

Contact GetSavvi Health on 0861 18 92 02 or Netcare 911 on 082 911
for GOP. Claims may be rejected if no request for GOP is made within

48 hours of the incident. 
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FEELBETTERFAST

GetSavvi Health’s FeelBetterFast benefit offers you even more convenience 

and peace of mind should you fall ill.

With this benefit we’ll help you nip any minor illness in the bud. If you don’t 

have the time to schedule an appointment with your doctor or are unable to 

get off sick from work, then FeelBetterFast will help you get better fast.

It offers access to pharmacy visits for a list of specified conditions, with 

professional care and medication at your closest network pharmacy to get you 

back on track quickly. This benefit is limited to 12 consultations per policy per 

annum with a registered nurse or pharmacist, and free prescribed medication 

according to a formulary. So you won’t have to make any co-payments.

HOW DOES FEELBETTERFAST WORK?  

If you’re suffering from a minor ailment covered on the list, contact our Care 

Centre on 0861 18 92 02. You’ll be directed to the closest network pharmacy 

and issued with an electronic voucher via your cell phone. Visit the clinic at the 

pharmacy and present the voucher to the nurse or pharmacist.
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WHAT DOES THE FEELBETTERFAST BENEFIT COVER?

•  Selected acute medication (subject to a formulary)

•   Annual flu vaccination (to be administered by 30 

September each year)

•  Treatment for a list of minor ailments

•  Annual full health assessment with: 

    -  Health tests such as blood pressure, body mass index 

(BMI), HIV status, glucose levels, smoking status and 

cholesterol; and

    -   A health report with your health test results, along with

         accompanying information on how to keep your 

numbers in check

•  One tetanus vaccination per member every 10 years

This benefit is limited to 12 consultations per policy per annum 

with a registered nurse or pharmacist, and free prescribed 

medication according to a formulary.
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NETCARE 911 EMERGENCY SERVICES    
We have an ongoing partnership with one of South Africa’s leading emergency ambulance 
service providers, Netcare 911, to guarantee you excellent ambulance services in the case of 

an emergency.

This means that you have access to your Netcare 911 Emergency Services benefit 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. 

In the unfortunate event of an emergency, you can contact the emergency number: 082 911. 
Netcare 911’s trained staff will assess your emergency over the phone, provide you with assistance 
and then dispatch an air or road ambulance, whichever is most appropriate.

WHAT IS GUARANTEE OF PAYMENT (GOP)
AND HOW CAN YOU OBTAIN IT?
GOP is the method through which the hospital is guaranteed payment for 

services rendered based on the diagnosis provided. 

Contact GetSavvi Health on 0861 18 92 02 or Netcare 911 on 082 911 for GOP. 

Claims may be rejected if no request for GOP is made within 48 hours of the 

incident. 

WHAT TO DO IN A MEDICAL EMERGENCY:

1 Call Netcare 911 Emergency Services on 082 911.

2 If someone is calling on your behalf, tell them to call 082 911.

3
Tell the Netcare 911 operator that you’re a GetSavvi Health member 

– they will prompt you or the caller through all the information they 

require to get help to you fast.
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The Member Wellness Programme offers 

counselling and advice that’s voluntary, 

private and confidential! 

GetSavvi Health members, irrespective 

of what plan you’re signed up for, have 

access to counselling and/or treatment.

The aim of this benefit is to give you, as 

a member, the means to apply a more 

holistic approach to your health. This 

means to acknowledge that your mind 

directly affects your body and vice versa. 

By taking steps for better mental wellness, 

you could potentially help your physical 

health too.

MEMBER WELLNESS
PROGRAMME

WHAT IS THE PROGRAMME ABOUT? 

GetSavvi Health offers members professional and confidential 

counselling, support, awareness and advice on a range of topics.

Members can telephonically consult with psychologists, social 

workers, dieticians, biokineticists (exercise experts), financial 

coaches, debt counsellors and legal advisors to assist with:

• Personal issues 

• Relationship problems

• Trauma/PTSD

• Financial counselling

• Legal advice

• Fitness advice

• Diet and nutrition

• HIV/Aids counselling (see page 15)

Note: You can use this benefit with confidence as our service 

provider adheres to professional and strict regulations – and is 

independent of GetSavvi Health – respecting confidentiality 

and safeguarding your privacy.

USE THE BENEFIT BY CONTACTING US THROUGH 

THE FOLLOWING CHANNELS: 

1 Contact our Call Centre on 0861 18 92 02 and follow the 
voice prompts; or

2 Email us at talktous@getsavvi.co.za
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UNLIMITED HIV, TRAUMA AND 
ASSAULT COUNSELLING

GetSavvi Health’s Unlimited HIV, Trauma and Assault 

Counselling benefit forms part of our Member Wellness 

Programme (see page 14) and assists members who are 

currently dealing with personal issues by:

• Reducing the high risk of HIV infection

• Managing emotional distress

• Eliminating effects of post-traumatic stress

• Offering genuine care and compassion

HOW TO USE THE BENEFIT:

1 Contact our Call Centre on 0861 18 92 02 
and follow the voice prompts; or

2 Email us at talktous@getsavvi.co.za
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VALUE-ADDED
Benefits
These support your core benefits by 
providing additional options and services 
for you and your family.
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What is preventative care and why is it important for members?

Preventative healthcare, or prophylaxis, are measures taken for the prevention of disease.

Disease, and specifically chronic conditions, are affected by numerous factors such as genetic predisposition, disease 

agents and lifestyle choices.

GetSavvi Health firmly believes in the importance of preventative care by promoting healthier lifestyles. Therefore, 

our FeelBetterFast and Preventative Benefits do just that: to detect and prevent the onset of disease and treatment 

before it progresses. 

PREVENTATIVE BENEFITS INCLUDE:

PREVENTATIVE BENEFITS:
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*The Hepatitis A and B, and pneumococcal (pneumonia) vaccinations will be deducted from the member’s acute medication limit of R1 300. 

Read more about your FeelBetterFast benefits on page 11 and 12.

Benefit Who can get it When Where

Part of Day-to-day Benefits: 1 Pap smear Female aged 21 years or older Every 3 years Doctor’s office

Part of Day-to-day Benefits: 1 Pneumococcal  (pneumonia) vaccination Members aged 65 or older, or 

individuals with a medically-proven 

compromised immune system

Every 5 years Doctor’s office

Part of Day-to-day Benefits: 1 Prostate-specific antigen screening Male members aged 50 years or older Every 2 years Doctor’s office

Part of Day-to-day Benefits: 1 Hepatitis A and B vaccination Per member Over the lifetime 

of the policy

Pharmacy

Part of FeelBetterFast Benefit: 1 Flu vaccination (to be administered by 

30 September each year)

Per member Every year Pharmacy

Part of FeelBetterFast Benefit: Health tests, including blood pressure, 

body mass index (BMI), HIV status, glucose levels, smoking status and 

cholesterol. Includes health report with tailor-made tips on how to 

improve health

Per member Every year Pharmacy

Part of FeelBetterFast Benefit: 1 Tetanus vaccination Per member Every 10 years Pharmacy



THIS BENEFIT INCLUDES ACCESS TO:

• Emergency medical advice: assist with first-aid until medical 

help arrives.

• Assessing day-to-day symptoms: give information on illnesses 

and guidance for home care.

•   Important health knowledge: explaining medical terms, 

results of tests, procedures and diet.

• Drug database: assist with information on a specific drug.

•  Poisoning: addressing immediate and long-term needs, 

with referral to a medical facility and dispatching an 

ambulance for a critical patient.

• Health counselling: provide understanding of chronic 

ailments such as cancer, HIV/Aids, diabetes or asthma, etc.

• Stress management: provide counselling, advice and 

relaxation techniques.

• Trauma debriefing: after a debrief, you’ll be invited to call 

back and be referred to a professional trauma counsellor if 

needed.

To make use of this benefit, simply call 082 911 and 

ask to speak to a nurse. The nurse will then assess 

your symptoms and provide you with medical advice 

and what steps need to be taken.
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If you or a member of your family is 

feeling ill, it’s best to always speak to a 

professional instead of searching for 

your answers elsewhere. We offer a 

Health Advisor benefit that will give you 

quick and reliable health-related advice.  

You’ll get access to professional 

assistance for any of your health 

queries 24 hours a day, 365 days a

year, offered in the majority of the 

official South African languages.

24-HOUR
HEALTH ADVISOR
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Coupons vary each month for a range of in-store products from 

tinned foods and fresh produce to cleaning and beauty products.

DISCOUNT COUPONS
As a GetSavvi Health member, you’ll be able to cut your grocery and
non-medical pharmacy expenses by up to R1 250 with our list of monthly 
discount coupons. Each coupon is redeemable up to five times. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?

We’ll send you a monthly SMS to your valid South African mobile number. 

Click the link to the mobi website where you’ll have access to the digital 

discount coupons. 

All retrieved coupons will be valid until the end of the month. 

1 
MONTH

REDEEM AT:

You’ll then provide the cashier with the digital coupons once all of 

your products have been rung up and the discounts will be deducted 

automatically. 



In the unfortunate event of losing a loved one, the last 

thing you want to be burdened with is high funeral costs. 

With GetSavvi Health’s Comprehensive Family Funeral 

Plan, you’ll be assured complete cover for death and 

the funeral for you and your family. This benefit will 

provide you with much-needed funds to plan a funeral 

and honour your loved one.

COMPREHENSIVE
FAMILY FUNERAL PLAN

Participant Death Cover

Main Member (aged 18-60) R14 000 (R28 000 in case of 

accidental death)

Spouse R14 000 (R28 000 in case of 

accidental death)

Children (aged 14-21) R14 000

Children (aged 6-13) R7 000

Children aged up to 5 years 

(including stillborn)

R3 500

FUNERAL COVER BENEFITS FOR YOU, 

YOUR SPOUSE AND CHILDREN:

FUNERAL Benefit
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Optional TOP-UP
Benefits
Our top-up benefits are available as an optional extra for 
just R177 per month for members of the Primary Care Plan + 
who’d like even more primary healthcare cover. 

UNLIMITED DENTISTRY

TOP-UP BENEFIT LIMIT 
• The R1 650 basic and R3 300 emergency dental benefits’ 

limitations are lifted and the member (including family) now 

has access to unlimited dental visits. Treatment subject to a 

list of approved procedures (designated dentists only).

TOP-UP CONSULTATIONS
• Members get unlimited dentist consultations on the top-up 

dentistry option.

• Consultations are covered according to limitations of a clinical 

nature that are generally accepted in the dental market.

TOP-UP FLUORIDE TREATMENT
• Covers children under the age of 12. One fluoride treatment 

every six months.



CONSULTATION/EYE TEST 
One consultation/eye test for one member  per family 

every 24 months.

EYEGLASS FRAME
One pair of Preferred Provider Network (PPN) spectacle 

frames for one member per family every 24 months.

SINGLE VISION LENSES
One pair of single vision lenses for one member per family 

every 24 months.

BIFOCAL 
One pair of bifocal lenses for one member per family 

every 24 months.

PPN EXPLAINED
Preferred Provider Network (PPN) is an affiliate of 

GetSavvi Health which offers an extensive optical network 

with more than 2 500 providers contracted countrywide.

OPTOMETRY
The top-up optometry benefit offers the 
member access to the following benefits:
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1

Contact our claims

team on 0861 18 92 02 and our 

professionally-trained agents will

assist you step by step.

2

Log on to our website at

www.getsavvi.co.za via the 

internet or smartphone, click the 

“Login” tab and submit your claim 

immediately online.

3

 Send claims via email to

claims@getsavvi.co.za.

Our claims team will handle all claims during office hours from 

8am to 5pm on weekdays and 9am to 1pm on Saturdays and 

public holidays. All claims submitted after hours will be handled 

the following working day. All valid claims will be processed and 

paid for at predetermined and negotiated scheme rates. 
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OUR CLAIMS Process
Now you have several easy ways to make a claim:
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HOW TO GET
In Touch

WWW.GETSAVVI.CO.ZA

0861 18 92 02

TALKTOUS@GETSAVVI.CO.ZA

PO BOX 378, CAPE GATE, 7562

@GETSAVVIHEALTH

@GETSAVVI


